Campus Council on Academic Standards and Curriculum Meeting  
Nov 19, 10-11:30am via Zoom

Present: Grace Lasker (chair), Yusuf Pisan, Ceri Nishihara, Avery Shinneman, Rob Turner,

Guests: Jose Rodriguez, Erin Espedal, Lindsay Blackie, Cinnamon Hillyard, Pam Lundquist

Curriculum Reviewed:

CSS 383  
BIOINFORMATICS  
CCASC Recommendation: LOs need to match syllabus. Only need to submit the DL syllabus.  
CCASC Decision: RETURN THROUGH CCASC CHAIR

CSS 475  
DATABASE SYSTEMS  
CCASC Recommendation: Add missed timeline schedule statement. Suggest clarifying grading curve language.  
CCASC Decision: RETURN THROUGH CCASC CHAIR

BACCT 510  
ACCOUNTING PROFESSION  
CCASC Recommendation:  
CCASC Decision: APPROVED

STMATH 207  
INTRODUCTION TO DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS  
CCASC Recommendation: Resubmit with a syllabus that is labelled 207 and not 307.  
CCASC Decision: APPROVED ONCE RETURNED THROUGH CCASC CHAIR

STMATH 208  
MATRIX ALGEBRA WITH APPLICATIONS  
CCASC Recommendation: Resubmit with a syllabus that is labelled 208 and not 308.  
CCASC Decision: APPROVED ONCE RETURNED THROUGH CCASC CHAIR

STMATH 224  
MULTIVARIABLE CALCULUS  
CCASC Recommendation: Resubmit with a syllabus that is labelled 224 and not 324.  
CCASC Decision: APPROVED ONCE RETURNED THROUGH CCASC CHAIR

STMATH 301  
JUNIOR MATH MAJOR SEMINAR  
CCASC Recommendation: Suggest syllabus clarify how they will deliver on final learning objective. Suggest adding another objective focused on ethics.  
CCASC Decision: RETURN THROUGH CCASC

Minutes submitted by Dawn Moncalieri  
Meeting adjourned at 11:30am  
Next meeting will be Dec 3 @ 10am